FIG. 1. View of Church and Martyrium of Sta. Lucia, Syracuse (all photos courtesy of Mariarita Sgarlata and Grazia Salvo).
Although now integrated into mostly nondescript post-war residential housing, the complex of the martyrium of Sta. Lucia on the northern outskirts of ancient and medieval Syracuse has a great deal to tell us still about medieval Sicily (Fig. 1). This site is the object of great devotion on the part of Siracusani still, because Lucia is the patron of the city, and her feast day, 13 December, is marked with great celebratory sadness. Her remains are kept in the octagonal martyrium ascribed to the seventeenth-century master Giovanni Vermexio, and the church communicates with that building by means of an underground passageway (Fig. 2). That join reveals one of the remarkable aspects of Syracuse: its extensive subterranean passages and chambers that comprise a catacomb system second only to Rome. Even though scholars have studied these catacombs, beginning with the great Paolo Orsi in 1916 and 1919, and although Mariarita Sgarlata and Grazia Salvo have continued to do important work here, much remains to be done. The catacombs below Sta. Lucia have rarely been open to the public, but work is being done to change that situation; and they have suffered damage over the centuries that make them rather sad testimonies to an important aspect of the history of Mediterranean culture and religion.¹

Fig. 2. Plan of Buildings and Catacombs, Sta. Lucia, Syracuse.

¹ This project on medieval Syracuse, of which this article forms a part, began in teaching students from the University of Texas at Austin in that fascinating Sicilian city, and I should like to thank those students who made the experience so memorable. I should also thank Lucia Ortisi and the staff at the Mediterranean Center for Arts and Sciences, as well as Grazia Salvo and Mariarita Sgarlata, all of whom made Syracuse a happy and stimulating “home”; William Johnson and his family made me realize how important friendship is; to them, warm gratitude. To colleagues who listened and talked about Syracuse, my thanks for their indulgence and advice: Franco de Angelo, Anne-Marie Bouché, Peter Brown, Martin Eissner, Barry Flood, Oleg Grabar, Herbert Kessler, John Osborne, Barbara Roggema, Ramzi Rouighi, and Rabun Taylor. Marica Tucker at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, very kindly helped me with some bibliographic puzzles. Finally, Mariarite Sgarlata and Grazia Salvo allowed me to use their photographs here, and my heartfelt thanks for that—for art historians—ultimate collegial kindness. (Note that abbreviations below conform to the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium.)

² On the Oratory, see M. Sgarlata and G. Salvo, La catacomba di Santa Lucia e l’Oratorio dei Quarante Martiri (Syracuse, 2006); La catacomba di Santa Lucia a Siracusa: Nuove indagini per un progetto di conservazione, ed. by M. Sgarlata (Syracuse, 2004); M. Falla Castelfranchi, “Pitture ‘iconoclaste’ in Italia meridionale?"
Among other important aspects of the medieval shrine, an Oratory lies below and near the martyrium of Sta. Lucia and the church dedicated to her (Fig. 3). Now called the Oratory of the Forty Martyrs, it lies in the complex of passages and rooms dug out of limestone, like much of the catacomb system in the area, which began as aqueducts and were enlarged between the third to sixth centuries to accommodate burials for the diverse citizenry of Syracuse. The Oratory was originally a discrete chamber, but in the early modern period this area was enlarged for use as a cistern. It then lost its walls, including the apse, and its use during the Second World War provided the catacombs with no real benefit, unless one counts the electrical wiring. The surviving frescoes are fragmentary, but they do reveal what must have been a powerful, compact ensemble of figural painting: on the side wall, the best preserved passage of the paintings shows six bust-length saints against a neutral background defined by a colonnade swathed with drapery. These figures include local heroes Lucia (Helena is also a possibility, however) (Fig. 4), Marziano—the legendary disciple of Paul and first leader of the Christian community in Syracuse—(Fig. 5), two male figures identifiable perhaps as Ss. Cosmas and Damian, and two male ecclesiastical figures. None of the figures have surviving inscriptions, and so the identifications are not without difficulties (Fig. 6).

On the vault of the Oratory, a rendering of the martyrdom and vision of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste is discernible, although very poorly preserved (Fig. 3), and one has to rely on early twentieth-century drawings for its full interpretation (Fig. 7). In any case, the iconography is still quite clear: the Forty are divided

---
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into four groups according to the quadrants created by an elaborately decorated cross.³ The Forty are shown nude with water to their waists, and crowns descend from above to mark their achievement. The episode of the bath attendant, who takes the place of the turncoat fortieth, is shown in the southwest corner of the cross. Typically, the mother who adds her still-living son to the martyred group is missing. An unusual element was added, however: an unidentified writing figure in the northwest corner of the vault, who is in the act of writing. The spine of the cross runs east-west, from entrance to apse—the dimensions of the Oratory are modest, the vault measuring 4.3 m × 2 m—and the lateral arm bisects the vault on a north-south axis (Fig. 8). At the center of the cross is a medallion containing Christ, while at the lateral ends are two archangels; the orans Virgin Mary occupies a medallion at the base of the cross. Unfortunately, if a medallion was depicted at the top of the cross at the east end of the Oratory, the evidence is lost, just as the north wall was demolished for the creation of cisterns, with no record being made.

The program, then, is fragmentary, and its fragments resist clarity in all their details. Likewise, the situation in which we find the Oratory is historically

difficult. We assume a shrine for Lucia existed from an early date, and Gregory the Great (r. 590—604) mentioned a monastery at this location in the late sixth century;⁴ but the archaeological record for that complex or any other from before the twelfth century, when the monastery was rebuilt along the general lines visible today, is meager indeed. Such difficulties only increase the attraction for some scholars, and, beside the work already mentioned by Orsi and a recent book co-written by Sgarlata and Salvo, Marina Falla Castelfranchi and Tania Velmans have published studies on the Oratory in 1996 and 1986, respectively. All of these scholars have interpreted the Forty and the six saints
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in the context of Byzantine monastic art, and they have rightly situated the program within a particularly Sicilian context that bridged monastic and religious trends in both Constantinople and Rome.

Despite the state of preservation of the Oratory frescoes, I should like to offer a different interpretation of the program, one that does not deny the importance of the bridge between those two centers, but that directs the focus of its interpretative analysis to larger issues of the Mediterranean in the early Middle Ages: that of Christian self-definition and survival in a region either under threat of absorption into the Islamic ummah or already within it. My argument, in other words, takes issue with seemingly natural dating of this monument—and many others like it—to the period before the Islamic conquest of Sicily, which began in 828, and specifically of Syracuse, with its defeat after a long, bitter siege in 878. In spite of the condition of the frescoes, I shall offer an argument for dating them within the range of the ninth to eleventh centuries, and consequently for situating them in a different cultural context, when Muslims were a threat or dominant. The program survives to the degree that one can argue for a necessary presentation of self-image on the part of Greek Christians in early medieval Syracuse, in which they were able to look beyond in ways that provided comfort and resolve: the Oratory revealed to that community its historical claims to covenant, its reward for self-sacrificing faith, and its promise of deliverance in the theophany overhead and so near.

Early Medieval Christian Painting on Southeastern Sicily

Dating of painting in this period is notoriously difficult, if the proof is style⁶—witness the sliding chronologies in Cappadocian painting in work of the last de-

cade or so.⁶ Absolute proof in such a matter is likely out of reach, but connections among Syracusan painting, painting in the southeastern corner of Sicily and southern Italy generally, and in Rome, make a case for associating the Oratory frescoes with ninth- to eleventh-century programs, and, thus, for establishing another cultural milieu in which the paintings need to be situated.

The dating of the Oratory has rested on an assumption that Christian art was not produced during the period from the ninth to the eleventh centuries, when Sicily was ruled from Ifrīqiyya rather than Constantinople. The argument for a dating of the frescoes from the late seventh, eighth, or early ninth centuries, which has been offered so far exclusively, rests on the presumption that Syracuse was following the trend of devotion to the Forty Martyrs shown most vividly now in the frescoes of the seventh and eighth centuries in the Oratory of the church of Sta. Maria Antiqua in the Roman Forum. Stylistically, the frescoes appear unrelated, and the iconographic similarities are slight, given the disposition of the martyrs in quadrants on the Oratory ceiling and the three scenes of martyrdom and reward on the walls of the vestibule at Sta. Maria Antiqua. Castelfranchi also adduced the small “chapel” at the church of San Lorenzo fuori le Mura in Rome, which has traditionally been dated to the eighth century, but John Osborne has established that that fresco program dates to the twelfth century.⁷ Other elements in the Oratory give some good possibility of a late ninth- to tenth-century dating: the swags of drapery between the pillars, serving as honorific backdrops to the row of saints, were revived in the post-iconoclastic period in Byzantium, and the “pearled” haloes do not appear in Rome and in Byzantium until about the tenth century.⁸ And yet the Roman overtones of the series of saints on the lower part of the wall seem
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clear, too, and parallel passages like that found in the temple of Fortuna Virilis / Sta. Maria Egiziaca in Rome, painted in the 870s.⁹

For establishing not only a date for the Syracusan Oratory, but also for providing a wider cultural context, those monuments in Rome are key. Christian art was produced when Sicily was Muslim, and the region of southeastern Sicily offers vital information for the art-historical context. Near Syracuse, the honeycombed-flanks of the ravines at Pantalica reveal a great deal of evidence of habitation and decorated shrines.¹⁰ This area is a rich nature reserve with great quantities of water, but despite these natural resources, Pantalica was settled only in the Late Bronze Age, up to the period of Greek colonization in the seventh century B.C.E., and in the early Middle Ages, from the seventh and into the twelfth century. These medieval settlers took over some of the rock-cut habitations from the prehistoric period, as well as decorating some of the rock-cut chapels with frescoes, some of which survive in very poor condition. For that reason, these frescoes are hard to date, but there is no reason to deny them a date after the ninth century. The shrines are Greek: the inscriptions are in Greek, even if they are not quite legible. The style of the painting is consistent with a date of the ninth to the eleventh centuries. Whether the rock-cut chapel of S. Nicolicchio was freshly dug in the Middle Ages is difficult to say, and the archaeology performed by Paolo Orsi in the late nineteenth century has its closest parallels in the wall paintings found in rock-cut churches in Cappadocia. According to a recent argument by Castelfranchi, this lowest stratum belongs to the same period to which the paintings in the rock-carved chapel of S. Micidiario at Pantalica and of the rock-cut chapel of S. Nicolò Inferiore, in the town of Modica, about 100 kms from Syracuse, is a vivid example of the discoveries made on Sicily.¹¹ Examples from southeastern Sicily fill out a picture of art production in the Early Middle Ages that otherwise appears largely blank. In the early 1990s, some boys were playing soccer and kicked the ball against the wall of what was a storage shed. Bits of plaster came away from the wall and revealed some painted fresco underneath; a restoration campaign was mounted and this chapel was found, a chapel that seems to have had a very long life. The rock-carved chapel has a synthonon in the apse, which suggests an early date for its founding, perhaps the sixth century, and the frescoes themselves reveal a long use of the space, apparently into the early modern period. The earliest layer of fresco, still visible in the vault and peeking through other layers on the apse wall, reveals an Ascension scene with Christ seated on a rainbow arc and borne aloft by angels. A Virgin and Child composition, or an orans Virgin, was likely in the lower apse. Stylistically and iconographically, the scene of the Ascension has its closest parallels in the wall paintings found in rock-cut churches in Cappadocia. According to a recent argument by Castelfranchi, this lowest stratum belongs to the same period to which the paintings in the temple of Fortuna Virilis / Sta. Maria Egiziaca in Rome, painted in the 870s.⁹


11. Examples from southern Italy show connections with Sicily, and Marina Falla Castelfranchi has recently published a fresco from Naples, the hypogeam of Sant’Aspremo. See her “La pittura bizantina in Italia meridionale e in Sicilia (secoli ix ‒xi),” in Histoire et Culture dans l’Italie Byzantine. Acquis et nouvelles recherches, ed. by A. Jacobi, J.-M. Martin and G. Noyé (Rome, 2006), 203–20. The fresco is damaged, but it shows a gemmed cross with figures in the quadrants created on the vault by the cross; and the swags of drapery, too, show incidental parallels with the details of the Syracusan program. The date for this fresco appears to be the second half of the tenth century.
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Cappadocia are normally dated, that is, the tenth or eleventh century. The Ascension with orans Virgin below from the eleventh-century frescoes in Karanlık Kilise, Göreme, is a telling comparison for showing the points of contact between Cappadocian and Sicilian programs in this period.¹³

One can make a case, then, for the production of good quality painting from the ninth to the eleventh centuries in the south of Italy, not only in the Christian part of the peninsula, but also in the Muslim-controlled areas of Sicily. Monuments in Rome, Syria, Constantinople, and Cappadocia share features, stylistic and iconographic, with the oratory in Syracuse, but none match it in every detail.¹⁴ Clearly, painters and their workshops traveled across borders, just as hagiographies from the period tell us saints did, too.¹⁵

The hagiography of Elias the Younger (823–903) is a remarkable text in many ways, not least for what it reveals about the peripatetic quality of the monastic life possible for some men.¹⁶ People and culture moved around the Mediterranean, of course, and the shared experience and common beliefs of Greek-speaking Christians in the east and central Mediterranean, and maybe also of Christians generally within or near Muslim-dominated regions, aided that movement.¹⁷

And precious evidence does exist from Syracuse itself for building and decoration, in the form of inscriptions on marble architectural fragments that date from the tenth century. Two inscriptions, now in the Museo Bellomo, Syracuse, are evidence of decoration of churches in the city during a period when Christian patronage has been said to be moribund.¹⁸ Naturally,


¹⁴ Devotion to the Forty Martyrs began very early in Cappadocia, in the early fourth century, and frescoes depict their martyrdom in churches in that region, naturally. For example, in a two-nave church dedicated to them near Sahinenfendi (1216–7), in the north nave, the Forty are shown on the vault and west tympanum. While at Hagios Basilios at Göreme (tenth century), a vivid cross cus may be more likely due to Sicilian contacts with the Holy Land than with Constantinople; see Vios kai politeia tou hosiou patros emon Neiou tou Neo, ed. by P. Germano Giovaneli (Grottaferrata, 1972), 71 (23), as well as V. von Falkenhausen, “La vita di S. Nilo come fonte storica per la Calabria bizantina,” in Atti del congresso internazionale su S. Nilo di Rossano (Rossano and Grottaferrata, 1989), 295.


¹⁷ On the necessity of travel for Muslims in Sicily, see W. Grana- nara, “Islamic Education and the Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Sicily,” in Law and Education in Medieval Islam: Stud- ies in Memory of George Makdisi, ed. by J. E. Lowry, D. J. Stewart, and S. M. Toorawa (London, 2004), 150–73, and, more broadly, M. McCormick, Origins of European Economy: Communications and Commerce, A.D. 300–900 (Cambridge, 2001), 510–1. Intellectual exchange between Christians and Muslims in Sicily was not only likely, but the further exchange with centers in the eastern Medi- terranean was also surely a possibility. For example, see A. Ahmad, A History of Islamic Sicily, Islamic Surveys, Vol. 10 (Edinburgh, 1975), 41–7. The fact that Nilus of Calabria read John of Damascus may be more likely due to Sicilian contacts with the Holy Land than with Constantinople; see Vios kai politeia tou hosiou patros emon Neiou tou Neo, ed. by P. Germano Giovaneli (Grottaferrata, 1972), 71 (23), as well as V. von Falkenhausen, “La vita di S. Nilo come fonte storica per la Calabria bizantina,” in Atti del congresso internazionale su S. Nilo di Rossano (Rossano and Grottaferrata, 1989), 295.

¹⁸ A. Guillou, Recueil des inscriptions grecques médiévales d’Italie (Rome, 1996), 231–3. Eleven-century inscriptions from Kairouan reveal Christian presence and activities there, too; see
describe to you the civil strife that has occurred in Sicily. We saw you, since nothing good remains in Sicily … Let me now begin to who fled from Sicily to Fustat ca. 1060: “Indeed God did well to (Rome, 1995), 193. From a letter written by a refugee, gio 1993)

15. McCormick,‒ (Oxford, 2005), 737‒8, and 800 rope and the Mediterranean, 400


21. See A. L. Udovitch, “New Materials for the History of Islamic Sicily,” in Del nuovo sulla Sicilia musulmana (Roma, 3 maggio 1993) (Rome, 1995), 193. From a letter written by a refugee, who fled from Sicily to Fustat ca. 1060: “Indeed God did well to you, since nothing good remains in Sicily … Let me now begin to describe to you the civil strife that has occurred in Sicily. We saw something I would not wish to see (again) at all; there was such bloodshed that we were walking on corpses as one would walk on the ground. There also was a tremendous plague.” Trans. by M. Gil, “The Jews in Sicily under Muslim Rule, in the Light of the Geniza Documents,” in Italia fudaica (Rome, 1983), 87–134, text 107–11, here 110.


The historical trajectory of the understanding of Muslim Sicily has been subject to the same currents of ethnic, religious, and political engagement that have affected every humanistic discipline.²² This is especially evident in the silences around the centuries of Muslim rule in and around Syracuse.

In the late eighteenth century, Islam’s history in Sicily was little understood and was only beginning to be of interest. In the 1780s, a priest, Giuseppe Vella, published a series of studies claiming to be based on manuscripts he had found containing correspondence among Count Robert Guiscard, of Apulia and Calabria, Count Roger I of Sicily, and the Fatimid caliph, al-Mustansir, in Cairo.²³ By 1792, six volumes had appeared, financed and patronized by the King and papal representatives. The studies were scholarly bestsellers, immensely popular amongst patriotic Sicilians, who wanted to see a prestigious history of the island made better known. While the books struck a responsive chord among patriots, they were based on simple forgeries devised by the priest. He was arrested in 1793, but shortly after released to his order, and he continued to forge nonetheless.
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That scandal did bring about more energetic study of Muslim Sicily, and for reasons that appear to have had particular resonance for those who wished to relive eras when Sicilians ruled Sicily, or when it knew glory and fame. The great scholar of Muslim Sicily, Michele Amari (1806‒89), began his career as such an historian, when he wrote his account of the Sicilian Vespers, the popular uprising against Angevin dominion of 30 March 1282. He wrote the book as a thinly veiled attack on Bourbon rule; it did pass the censors, but when he was called to court to explain, he went into exile in Paris. That episode has interest because it shows the nationalistic underpinnings of his work, especially in contradistinction to the French biases evident in the history of the Vespers by Adolphe Noël de Vergers (1805‒67); exile also provided Amari the opportunity to begin his training as an Arabist, which is the basis of his longstanding scholarly fame.²⁴

More than anyone else, Amari put the study of Muslim Sicily on firm ground—and by extension Christians’ relations to it. His identification of what was and was not Muslim is of the first importance, as before his multi-volume work on the history of Muslims in Sicily appeared, monuments like La Zisa, which we now know to be Norman, were believed to be from the period of Muslim dominion over Sicily. The building’s inscriptions, for instance, needed the penetrating reading of a gifted scholar like Amari; before that, they were largely opaque. Amari radically remade visions of the past. Up to that point, Sicilians could proudly see buildings like La Zisa as evidence of a rich heritage, with a more progressive view of Islam to Christianity. But after him, they had to take account of the relative emptiness of the period preceding the Normans.²⁵

In other words, as traces of Islam were recognized and absorbed, they were read in ways appropriate to the dominant culture. Amari’s project began as patriotic scholarship, since he was early in his life a fierce proponent of Sicilian independence. As his scholarship developed in Paris and elsewhere, his political views also developed to the point that he is now considered a great champion of Italian unity. That trajectory leading from Sicilian independence to Italian nationalism was conditioned, one can argue, by his growing understanding of the experiment in diversity and co-existence of Norman Sicily. Reclaiming the memory of that Norman experiment and re-writing the previous memory of an Islamic Sicily was the great work of Amari, but for the most part those memories cancelled other memories, some admittedly false, a great material culture of Muslim Sicily. The nature of that canceling was in part the doing of that great scholar, but the real canceling of Muslim relics had been performed many times over and in the distant past.

Muslim Syracuse

We are confronted in Sicily with a loss of a memory that has been discovered only in the last century and a half. That loss is poignant in the early twenty-first century, when a desire to find a world where Islam, Christianity, and Judaism could co-exist (and very well indeed in medieval terms) is intense. The precariousness of that co-existence is vivid, and reclaiming an imagined world of relative harmony is of great importance.²⁶ In and around Palermo, we see those traces of a memory of Islam, naturalized to a Christian kingdom, and they are extraordinary. In other places, real silence prevails. In Syracuse, the ghosts of Islam prevail unrecognized, except in the longing voice of the great exiled poet, Ibn Hamdis (1056–1133), from the nearby ghost town of Noto.²⁷ In the city and region,

²⁴. As well as her studies above, see also K. Mallette, “Orientalism and the Nineteenth-Century Nationalist: Michele Amari, Ernest Renan, and 1848,” Romanic Review 96 (2005), 233–52.
²⁵. A point made by Dainotto, Europe (in Theory) (as in note 22).
²⁷. Ibn Hamdis’ poetry of nostalgia evokes the pain of loss of Muslims when Sicily was lost to the Normans. Ibn Hamdis paints a landscape in which Greek monks strike the plank to call the faithful and in which Christian sounds were then heard, not those of the true faith. For these poems, see Diwan Ibn Hamdis, ed. by I. ‘Abbas (Beirut, 1960), 274–6, trans. by Mallette, The Kingdom of Sicily (as in note 22), 134–7. S. Sperl, in “Crossing Enemy Boundaries: al-Buhṭuri’s Ode on the Ruins of Ctesiphon Re-read in the Light of Virgil and Wilfred Owen,” BSAOS 69 (2006), 365–79, describes
real forgetting happened, intentionally on the part of the later Christians, and additionally through the great destructive force of the earthquake that shook the southeast corner of the island in January 1693. The old neighborhoods of Ortigia give a sense of medi-

Evidence of absorption and transformation certainly exists in Syracuse. The façade of the Duomo reveals its post-earthquake identity without any hedging, and the heterogeneity of the rest of building, maybe the best thing one can say about the Duomo, is likewise clear and highly compelling. The Doric temple of the early fifth-century B.C.E. emerges from the walls on the north side of the Duomo, but the date of the transformation is not clear. It appears that by the late sixth century the Bishop had moved from Sta. Lucia on the mainland to this converted building.²⁹ This move implies that the building had been left empty until its conversion in the sixth century. The building was absorbed into the Christian cityscape long after it had been neutralized. This pattern is typical throughout the Mediterranean not only for conversion of temples, but also for retrenched settlement, where raids from the sea made retreat to easily defensible positions necessary.³⁰ Siracusani mainly lived within Ortigia by the sixth to seventh century, and the Duomo was in active use when Muslims finally gained control of the city on 21 May 878. The great loot from the city and its churches was widely reported.

Mystery surrounds Muslim Syracuse. In the absence of any evidence, everyone assumes that the new rulers altered the Duomo to function as a mosque.³¹ No traces remain, naturally, as the Normans, who took the city in October 1086, renovated the Duomo by adding a new roof and mosaic decoration (all of which is lost). No other likely candidates for the city’s Friday mosque have been found or offered. It must be noted, too, that Normans did more than suppress evidence of Muslim power at Syracuse. They also altered the east end of the Duomo to make distinct chapels to either side of the sanctuary, and this new arrangement fundamentally altered the liturgical function of the east part of the church from the Greek usage, which had been the dominant form at the city from at least the sixth century and presumably through the Muslim pe-

the self-knowledge that comes from empathy for one’s adversaries, a process which has meaning in this context, too.
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riod. In other words, Normans revised the building from mosque and from Greek-rite church when they re-made it at the end of the eleventh century.

That medieval Greek memory is almost lost, just as one could say that the silence of Islam at Syracuse is nearly total—I say nearly because, for example, one Arabic graffito was found during the cleansing program that led to the creation of the precinct for the Temple of Apollo at the north end of Ortygia before and after the Second World War. Of course, this precinct reflects attitudes about the right kind of memory that a culture should have, and the proper kind is that pure moment of early Doric, when the Syracusans may well have built the first temple of this magnitude. That is a significant claim, but sacrificed to it were the tenements that had grown up, one presumes, in the course of the later Middle Ages. This after-growth saw an Arabic-speaking presence, for on the north-facing wall of the cela was found the graffito in Arabic with one word in the second line decipherable, Muhammad. This evidence is tenuous, but some have hypothesized that this building, converted to a church, too, before the ninth century, was another mosque in operation sometime between the late ninth and late eleventh centuries. Despite plans like this one that show a hypothetical use as a mosque, that use has left no discernible trace, as the building became a Norman church in the twelfth century, and, like the Duomo, its identity as mosque was erased. Moreover, if the graffito was difficult to decipher in the late 1940s, it is entirely invisible now.

Community in Muslim Syracuse:

The difficulty posed by the archaeology of Syracuse is not unusual for Muslim Sicily, although discoveries are being made, for example, the foundations of a mosque at Segesta in the west. And yet these traces are disappointingly slight. At Syracuse, a stele now in the Museo Bellomo, but found near Sta. Lucia, shows that a community of Muslims was not an abstract notion for Christians focusing devotion on that martyrium. And a twelfth-century document made it evident, too, that a Jewish community sought burial ground nearby and had to pay compensation to the Monastery of Sta. Lucia there. Although we can catch only a dim glimpse of it, the landscape of Sta. Lucia included Jews and Muslims both. The sources for the period are not a great deal more extensive than the archaeological record, and this relative void is one of the serious obstacles that any scholar of the period—from Amari on—confronts. Indeed, Muslim culture in Sicily, before the Normans, has left few reminders, and we cannot simply assume that the transformed cultures of the Norman kingdom reflected continuity. Jeremy Johns has demonstrated the break in administrative practice that occurred in the decades between 1111–30, and this gap in the use of Arabic must also have had consequences for cultural production. In this way, the Islamic splendor of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo was not the result of a natural absorption of Aghlabid culture, but a conscious rejection of it in

32. Giglio, Sicilia bizantina (as in note 29), 107–11.
35. Aognello, “Epigrafi arabe a Siracusa” (as in note 33), 225, Pl. xvi/2.

favor of more current practices and trends at Fatimid court centers, most importantly at Cairo. 39

The silences, then, of ninth- to eleventh-century Sicily are both assumed and imposed. They are forced on us by the limited archaeological remains on the island, because of the natural erasures of time. But assumptions are strong, too, because subsequent cultures successfully re-made or suppressed that earlier Muslim voice. The silences, however, are momentous and are only slowly being broken.

The attempt to contextualize Christian art in a Sicily where Christians, Muslims, and Jews worked, lived and practiced their faiths is open to pitfalls, but just the same, it needs to be made in order to reclaim the meaning of monuments otherwise without voice. The Oratory at Syracuse is strikingly elusive on this count, but it needs to be examined in light of issues of community and faith in Sicily, and in view of the consequence of the interaction, positive and negative, amongst Christians and Muslims in the central Mediterranean. In the final part of this essay, I should like to argue that the fresco program makes its own case for how “looking beyond” is an especially Hellenic Christian response to pressures from outside their community, both to define their own faith and to withstand the pressures being brought to bear on them from a dominant culture outside. The Forty Martyrs—rewarded by theophany of the Incarnate God and attended by saints who are local and universal—are a vision themselves of how community forms and is formed by its art practices. 40

40. I should like to thank Barry Flood here for allowing me to read passages from his forthcoming book, which greatly helped me in my thinking about this Siracusan situation. See F. B. Flood, *Objects of Translation: Material Culture and Medieval ‘Hindu-Muslim’ Encounter,* forthcoming from Princeton University Press.


ogy was not a principle guiding their policy towards the dhimmi communities, because jihad against a dhimmi, a protected community, was forbidden. Criticism was directed at them for their slackened sense of purpose for jihad, but the Muslim governors made many improvements in the economic functioning of the island. Amari even saw the Aghlabids as liberators from the corruption and parochialism of the Byzantine empire. This statement of the benefits of Aghlabid material self-interest does not wish away the instances of injustice and the humiliations of the newly subjected Christians of Sicily generally. As in most dhimmi communities elsewhere, Sicilian Christians had to wear identifying clothing, not display any outward and public signs of Christianity, and make degrading concessions to Muslims in many aspects of public life. For example, the practice of neck sealing is attested archaeologically on Sicily in this period, in which lead seals were worn by payers of the poll tax; this practice was probably continued on from late Roman and Byzantine administrators, who had used it for tax purposes, slavery and executions.


46. Efthymiades, “Chrétiens et Sarrasins en Italie méridionale et en Asie Mineure” (as in note 16), 596, and Talbi, L’émirat aghlabide (as in note 19), 468.

And yet acculturation did occur: for example, the traveler, Ibn Hawqal, who compiled his accounts in the Sūrat al-Ard or The Face of the Earth in 977, wrote disapprovingly of the accommodations Muslims had made on Sicily to their Christian neighbors. Ibn Hawqal described the phenomenon of intermarriage of Christians and Muslims as common, and he disapprovingly noted the practice of both faiths within the same family—daughters could be Christian like their mothers, but sons had to become Muslim. In economic and political terms, sources speak of the wealth of the Christian community of Sicily, which tried in 1023–4 to buy with a large sum of money the relics of a saint taken from a miraculous shrine near Carthage and being transported to Andalusia by Franks. Likewise, Christians also appear to have been active in the civil service and able to attain high office.

In some ways, the successful integration of Christians into this new Muslim land was a potential threat to self-identity amongst some Christians of the island. Dhimmitude, on the positive side, meant more power for self-governance devolving to the different groups within the faiths of the book. And it also meant in the
context of Sicily greater unity within the dhimmis than was possible for the different Muslim groups that comprised the dominant segment of that society. On the negative side, Greek-speaking Christians went from being the faith of the Empire to one Christian group among several. Evidence exists for a Coptic village outside Palermo and for Christian services in Latin, Greek, and Arabic continuing into the fourteenth century, though Ludolf de Sachsen (ca. 1300–1377/8) also noted in 1330 that the three did not get along. Sicilian Greeks of the eastern seaboard were always seen as being loyal to the Empire, and therefore being a suspect group, and this perception was confirmed by the popular uprising that greeted the ill-fated invasion in 1038 by the Byzantine general George Maniaces. The situation for Greek-speaking Christians on Sicily may have been similar to that faced by Chalcedonian Christians after the invasion of Egypt in the seventh century, when they went from being adherents of the dominant, official religion to being another Christian dhimmi—and one not in particular favor with Muslim authorities.⁵⁵

“Looking beyond” in this sense means the possibility of visual art declaring and demonstrating the unique truth of a faith community put in a defensive position by dominant Islam and competitive Christians.⁵⁶ Encroaching, threatening, oppressing, all-too-cooperative, Islam from the ninth to the eleventh centuries was the foil for Greek-speaking Christians in eastern Sicily, but, additionally, one should not discount that other dhimmis were permitted in Syracuse. In either case, the Oratory of the Forty Martyrs manifestly worked on a variety of levels to distinguish and preserve the dogma, practices and history of Greek Christianity. That work did not simply involve a statement of allegiance to Constantinople, for Rome was an important node of this identity, too.⁵⁷ But the special past that bound its church to the Holy Land, to Constantinople, and to Rome in a chain of venerable figures of ancient Christianity made Syracusans particularly mindful of the claims they could make to belonging to an exclusive covenant with God.

To be sure, the program at the Oratory is fragmentary and was more elaborate and developed than can be shown in its current state of preservation. But the elements that do survive are sufficiently expressive of their historical context that an argument for their meanings can certainly be developed. The choice to decorate an underground chapel with figures from the local and universal history of Christianity, and with an epiphany validating those figures and their sacrifices, can only be understood in terms of “looking beyond” present pressures and tensions to ultimate arbitration, where God appears in bodily form to make perfectly clear who his favored are and how they are to remain so.

52. Granara, “Jihad and Cross-Cultural Encounter in Muslim Sicily” (as in note 43). Moreover, Aghlabids and Fatimids professed different ideas about the meaning of Islam. For example, the Aghlabids were strongly opposed to the Khāridjites amongst Berbers, and so this diversity of Islam was also a factor in the lack of political and military unity amongst the ruling Muslims of Sicily and Ifrāqiyā.
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The Forty at Syracuse

The choice of the Forty was surely made with real care for maximum communicative potential. The martyrs were extremely popular from the fourth century on, and their popularity was encouraged by powerful homilies written by great churchmen that included Basil of Caesarea (ca. 329–79),58 Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 335–after 394),59 Ephrem the Syrian (ca. 306–73),60 Severus of Antioch (ca. 456–ca. 540),61 and Romanos the Melodist (fl. sixth century).62 The versions of the deaths of the Forty told by these writers made for a rich, multivalent tradition in which to think about martyrdom and its rewards, and these continued to resonate through the Early Middle Ages long after the Roman State had ceased to be a threat to the faith.⁶³ In the event, the Forty stood for many aspects of Christianity, faith, and identity. Since they were understood to have died from entering a freezing cold lake to have found salvation through that element, their connection with baptism was often cited.⁶⁴ No one has proposed baptism underground in Syracuse, and in the absence of pre-Norman structures above ground, one cannot state what the sacramental centers of the monastery of Sta. Lucia were and where they were located. Their appeal as protective saints was also high, and they were often included in amuletic contexts because their powerful names were listed in their own, probably authentic Testament.⁶⁵ The setting of the Oratory has an obvious connection with death and burial, and, of course, the nearby martyrrium of Sta. Lucia and the burials in this complex of catacomb chambers and loculi had great power for Christians in this region.⁶⁶ In this interpretation, the parousiac element is strongly pronounced here not only to establish the bona fides of

---


the Forty, but as proleptic theophany when God appears with his host at the final judgment. The jeweled cross, attendant angels, and the Virgin Mary indicate the moment out of time when justice will be effected for those in covenant with the true God.⁶⁷ These moments are indicated not only through analogy with the elders of Revelation (4:4), but also through events in the hagiographic tradition, when the sky opens to reveal the celebratory host and it is possible to look beyond the passing pain of their death to the joy and festivities it occasioned in heaven and on earth. The Forty rushed to their death like victorious athletes, with no hesitation or doubt—except for the fortieth who retreated, only to be replaced by the bath attendant.⁶⁸ The cosmic rightness of the number forty was remarked on member of western Anatolia that was taken by Muslim forces in the face of its disrupting associations with a demeaned God. See M. N. Swanson, “The Cross of Christ in the Earliest Arabic Melkite Apologies,” in Christian Arabic Apologetics during the Abbasid Period (750–1258), ed. by S. K. Samir and J. S. Nielsen (Leiden, 1994), 115–45. The cross in the heavens is also a sign of the end of time, and apocalyptic texts were being produced in this period in Sicily. See P. J. Alexander, The Byzantine Apocalyptic Tradition, ed. by D. deF. Abrahamse (Berkeley, 1985), 61–95, 98–101, and 115–6. On apocalypse more generally, see now J. Bau, Tales from Another Byzantium: Celestial Journey and Local Community in the Medieval Greek Apocrypha (Cambridge, 2007).


In a period in which conflict with Islam in the eastern Mediterranean was ongoing and volatile, the Forty provided models for resistance and sacrifice. Their commemoration in Syracuse, in other words, was invested not only in the historical glories of the Christian past, but also in its contemporary relevance for Christians caught in impossible situations where their lives and souls were at stake. The most dramatic instance of the Forty as exemplars of neo-Christian martyrs occurred in the hagiography of the Forty-Two Martyrs of Amorium, an important city on the steppes of western Anatolia that was taken by Muslim forces in...
The hagiography was written by a monk, Evodus (d. 883), who claimed to be an eyewitness to the events described in his account. The tenor of the text is remarkably factual, but also included liturgical invocations of the saints at the conclusion, before which Evodus calls them worthy rivals of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste. The text is an intelligent account, and Evodus evidently read other texts of Muslim-Christian debates, probably the most important being the anti-Muslim texts of John of Damascus (ca. 675–ca. 750) and Nicetas of Byzantium (active second half of the ninth century). The Forty-Two were not an invention for polemical purposes, however. Although they did serve that end, they were canonized and entered the liturgical calendar for annual celebration on 6 March (the Forty’s feast falls on the 9th).

When the city of Amorium fell in 838, the loss for the Byzantine cause was acute, because it was a major regional power in the defense system of Anatolia. The long captivity of a group of well-born men, which appears to have been about seven years in duration, gave them plenty of opportunity for the testing of their faith; indeed, the length of imprisonment allowed them to love life less and their souls more. Their souls became the subject of great struggle for their captors, and in this way, despite their many deprivations, the tables were turned: the prisoners gained power through their disregard for their mortal lives. The disregard was not silent, however, but was expressed in extensively reported debates in which the prisoners asserted and reasoned their stronger truths.

838. The debates that took place in the text amongst the Forty-Two and their Muslim captors, as well as amongst converted Christians in that camp, were not simplistic recapitulations of tired tropes. Rather, Evodus reported the exchanges with unusual restraint, and he stands out for that reason among the many overheated theologians and historians in this genre of polemical literature. He does, however, betray his strong certainty of the rightness of his cause, and one cannot imagine this text being read by anyone but Greek Christians.

The arguments given are often carefully reasoned, along the lines of the philosophical framework used by Nicetas of Byzantium. Reason enters into the discourse, but faith has to carry some of the argument, just the same. As in any place where Islam was victorious, Christians questioned the cause of their punishment by God. In the course of the hagiography, the Muslim captors naturally argue for their new covenant with God as being proven through their victories. And Evodus recognizes the tip in the balance as when the frontier at Syria was breached and Muslims made manifest the anger of God—and worse is to come, he says.

The Forty-Two take the historical view, adusing such ancient civilizations as the Persians and Greeks, but God, they state, corrects his own. The argument is also advanced that Muhammad was the prophet promised by God and scripture, and in an attempt at rapprochement, Muhammad is said to be the prophet sent to complete the promises made by Jesus. Notwithstanding, the Forty-Two deny any


72. “Skazanija” (as in note 71), 76 (40), and AASS March I, 892.


74. “Skazanija” (as in note 71), 71 (27), and AASS March I, 883.


76. “Skazanija” (as in note 71), 63 (1–6), and AASS March I, 880.

77. “Skazanija” (as in note 71), 61–2, 70–1 (1–2, 26), and AASS March I, 880, 882–3.
connection between the two, and, beyond the self-evident divinity of Christ, they contradict any claim that Muslims make to scripture foretelling Muhammad or the third covenant Islam claims.⁷⁸ Muslim proof-texts like Isaiah 9:13‒4 are simply false, they say, and, showing the real meaning of the passages, the Forty-Two reveal the misinterpretations of Scripture that have led Muslims to this fundamental error of belief.⁷⁹ The moral turpitude of Muslims is also asserted by the Forty-Two, and their Muslim interlocutors obligingly agree that Islam is in fact based on polygamy, debauchery, and night-long feasts.⁸⁰ For all these reasons, the Christian captives hold fast to their faith, even in the face of mild coercion on the part of converted Christians and Muslims, who advise superficial adherence to the newer faith. Even on the point of their execution, they are offered a chance to pray with the governor as sufficient proof of recognizing Islam. Striking in stories like these is the degree to which Christian martyrs had to insist on martyrdom.⁸¹ Accommodations were offered, compromises devised, but in the face of Islam, such men clung to their conviction of final rewards. In the end, because they were not Iconoclasts, because they fought for their country, and because they died as witnesses to Christ, the Forty-Two Martyrs of Amorium were blessed, Evodus wrote.⁸² Like other ninth-century group martyrs, such as the victims of the war of 811 and the prisoners in Thrace in 813, they stood for resistance to apostasy and death for faith.⁸³

Despite the crisis the capture of Syracuse in 878 provoked in Byzantium and the sorrows described by the monk Theodosius in his eyewitness account,⁸⁴ nothing like the hagiography of the Forty-Two of Amorium was produced for Syracuse. And yet a similar structure of dialogue is found in hagiographies of the ninth and tenth centuries that describe interactions between Muslims and Christians in Sicily and in southern Italy. Having been taken prisoner more than once himself, Elias the Younger intervened on behalf of Christian families with relatives who needed rescuing from Muslim captors, but he also delivered Muslims from illness, even while engaging with them in high-level disputes about theology.⁸⁵ For example, Elias claimed that Islam had no witness in the prophets, had no moral basis, and was, in fact, a mixed set of heresies. His defense of Christianity was direct and strong, “Believing in the Father, in the Son and in the Holy Spirit, not glorifying three divinities, or three natures, or three great or minor deities . . . but we believe in a single principle of a single divinity, a single majesty, a single power, a single force, a single action, a single counsel, a single will, a single authority, a single lordship of a unique essence and nature in three persons and substance.”⁸⁶ Elias’ understanding of and opposition to Islam were strong, it would seem, and his relationship to the people of that faith was unusually complicated.

It is again worth recalling that not only were prisoners ransomed within several years, but also the bishop and Theodosius were taken to Palermo in 878, where they engaged in a brief religious dialogue with the emir. The assault on a city after a long siege can
Finding Faith Underground

be a terrifying occurrence, and Theodosius vividly evoked it, but apparently recovery was not so arduous. Perhaps the integration of the southeastern region of Sicily into the common market of the ummah, most immediately the Maghrīb and Egypt, provided significant benefit to Muslims, Jews, and Christians alike.

The Oratory of the Forty Martyrs at Syracuse does not arise directly out of a text, like the account of the beliefs and deaths of the Forty-Two of Amorium, but it does belong to this milieu in which Greek-speaking Christians were all too conscious of the upheavals brought about by Islam over the Mediterranean. And while arms had been proved ineffectual too often already, arguments were still needed whether Muslims were pounding on the city gate or building a mosque within the vanquished city. Perhaps the need was more compelling in the latter instance, for Islam as Other is often easier to fight than Islam as neighbor. Those arguments advanced by the Forty-Two, for example, were necessary for a Christian sense of rightness of faith, which perhaps wavered for not only some of the companions of the Forty-Two, but also of the Forty—that bath attendant took the place of the cowardly fortieth, but the average Christian’s fear of persecution and of death for faith was surely a great danger for the church. Conversion was a fact of life in Muslim Sicily, for economic and social reasons, and steadfastness in faith was a strong mission of a church in a defensive position.⁸⁷

The situation of intermarriage described in a critical fashion by Ibn Hawqal could not have been any more palatable to the Church than it was to him. And the moral struggle proposed in the hagiography of the Forty-Two must have been a necessary argument in situations where Muslims and Christians were living together. The Other is always morally inferior, after all. The feasting and incontinence of Muslims is well attested as a trope of Christian polemical literature, and the martyrs were exemplars of godly virtue in the face of such temptations. The Forty Martyrs, in an effective inversion, discarded their clothes with joy, just as if they were shedding sin.⁸⁸ Such assertions of Christian modesty and moral correctness as one finds in the hagiographies and in the Oratory itself—and their ultimate rewards—were entirely natural to contexts of intermarriage and conversion. These were realities faced by Christians all the time, and not just in Sicily. For example, the mid-ninth-century martyrdom of St. Michael the Sabaite had the saint censure Islam for its sexual promiscuity, and more importantly for its use of that openness to entice converts.⁹⁰ Likewise, a Coptic hagiography told the story of John of Phanijoit, who forsook Christianity for the love of a Muslim woman, recanted and insisted on martyrdom to expunge that sin.⁹² Faith is never an impediment to love, but that is not to say that communities tolerate these defections well, and Muslim and Christian hagiographies and art worked to convince that earthly love is no recompense for the reward of the love of the true God.

This conviction, then, is the persuasive lever of the Oratory. The sky opens to reveal that vision of God beyond, that particular version of the incarnate God beyond and of the joy of heaven at the Forty’s sacrifice. Here, underground, community sees its rewards for cohesion. Just as the Forty stayed together, so a Christian community must stay united. The composition of this community is changeable. The community comprises the living and the dead, and the catacombs nearby naturally assert the wait for that joyous appearance granted the Forty. It comprises the monastic community, and these martyrs were also the community of monks harnessed to a common salvation-making


88. For example, see Basil at Migne PG 31:1567A.
yoke. Theodore the Stoudite (759–826) made a point of describing the ninth-century martyrs as parallels to the monk as martyr; each sacrifices an earthly life for eternal reward.⁹¹ The Forty, moreover, can stand for the corporate nature of the Church itself, the institution founded by Christ and loyally supported by his followers in the face of all adversities. Ultimately, the vision beyond here makes explicit the triumphalist nature of the argument declared in the oratory.⁹² Gregory of Tours (ca. 538‒94) reported that in 575 Persians had tried to burn the shrine of the Forty and the town of Sebaste, but had failed and been forced to retreat.⁹³ Likewise, the hagiography of St. Vitalus of Sicily (d. 990) described wondrous events during a Muslim attack in which the saint made the sign of the cross and the enemy fell at his feet; the Muslim said the cross emitted flames and stood to the heavens, and an angel came to bless the saint.⁹⁴ Deliverance is at hand, therefore, because like the cross, the Forty always protect, and they always endure. Just as God, suspended in the sky with his court and descending as his sign of salvation, ratifies their work and reward, so he reveals it to his local church, longstanding and lasting till eternity.

_**Christian Revelation Seen and Written**_

All the subsidiary characters and scenes from the Oratory can no longer be known, but the ones that do survive provide moral support, one might say, to the Forty above and nearby. The writing figure in the northwest corner of the vault is highly unusual and, without inscription, unidentifiable with certainty.⁹⁵ Various possibilities have been raised: natural candidates are Gregory of Nyssa, Basil of Caesarea, or Romanos the Melodist, who wrote well-known works on the popular martyrs, but the writer could also be John writing Revelation, or Paul, who is absent at least from the existing passages of painting, or the prophet Isaiah, who was often a contentious figure in Christian-Muslim polemics. Orsi also offered Ezra as a possibility and as a later parallel to the figure in the Codex Amiatinus (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, fol. 4/v recto); that identification makes possible an understanding of his writing as a restoration of the Temple—that is to the say, the Christian Church here—through study of sacred writings and work as scribe.⁹⁶ And like other early medieval monuments, depicting literary activity of holy figures reveals an important means for receiving the word of God. Such activities continued into the Early Middle Ages, too, of course, and one telling example is the hagiography of an Early Christian martyr, Maximilian of Tebessa, that purported to be an original of that early period, but was in fact written at Carthage in the eighth or ninth century.⁹⁷ The writer was asserting the inequities of Muslim rule through the lens of Christian martyrdom, and the results of his scribal falsifications mediated his own and his community’s hope for God’s intervention.

The movement from God to writer on the vault of the Oratory is vital, but the direction of movement

---

91. Sancti patris nostri et confessoris Theodori Studitis praepositi Parva catechesis (as in note 83), 35‒9, 124‒6, 220–4; Petites catéchesses (as in note 83), 35–7, 88–9, 145‒7 (the last on the Bulgarian martyrs).

92. For example, on the church of the Grand Pigeonnier, Cavanin, see C. Jolivet-Lévy, “Culte et iconographie de l’archange Michel dans l’Orient byzantin: le témoignage de quelques monuments de Cappadoce,” _Les Cahiers de Saint-Michel de Cuxa_ 28 (1997), 187–98 [= eadem, Études cappadociennes (London, 2002), 413–46]. Here, the Forty are arrayed in the lower register of the northeast corner and are processing behind imperial figures, including Nicephorus Phocas (r. 963–9). The presence of his portrait dates the church.
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95. Inscriptions would have provided data for linguistic and cultural filiation in the program, too. On a case where such data is available—and the implications explored, see S. J. Lucey, “Art and Socio-Cultural Identity in Early Medieval Rome: The Patrons of Santa Maria Antiqua,” in _Roma Felix: Formation and Reflections of Medieval Rome_, ed. by É. Ó Carragáin and C. L. Neuman de Vegvar (Aldershot, 2007), 139–58.


is not entirely clear. Is God giving inspiration to the writer by his appearance in the sky, or is the writing figure bringing about this vision through his scribal activity? Perhaps it is the reciprocity of the movement that gives this vision its special emphasis on the nature of revelation.⁹⁸ Mediation is clearly essential, and—with the authority that divine sanction of vision provides—the writer here brings this historical reality of the Forty into view and the prolepticizing joy of the Incarnate God in glory. The role of the writer is ambivalent, according to the state of the painting. He resembles a traditional writing evangelist, but he is raising a hand from his writing desk to address the viewer or to indicate that the vision emanating from his pen projects further into the room. Following his lead, the spectator proceeds deeper into the space and is umbrellaed by the vision above.⁹⁹ The stable witnesses on the sidewall only intensify the sense of the dramatic encounter above. That drama is a composite of the written tradition on the Forty, and it comes as well from the depicted writer whose authority allows him to guide the viewer into a direct encounter, a vision no one until now had quite seen, and surely never in this company. Light in this space can only have intensified this canopy of heaven, catching on the jewels of the cross, the bare torsos of the Martyrs, the face of God at the apex. The Forty sometimes appeared in gleaming dress; here their flesh is the pale reflecting field.¹⁰⁰ The vision is emanating from the single figure in the corner, but it is also a representation, and that figure seems to recognize it as such, too, if one reads his gesture as declarative.¹⁰¹ The nature of this represented vision needs also to be stressed in this context, too, for it is the medium that is as significant as the message. In contrast to the strong linguistic bias of Islamic revelation, depicting a writer—one of a series of men informed by God—carried great persuasive power.¹⁰² The history of figuration in Christianity is based on the incarnation of God, and, after the ninth century, no right-thinking Greek Christian could avoid the seventh ecumenical council at Nicaea in 787. The qualifications of the martyrs of Amorium were, of course, their deaths, their status as warriors for their fatherland, and that they did not profess iconoclasm. That last is crucial for understanding the reason for this fresco of the Forty in Syracuse, for this ability to show God and his creation was a characteristic that absolutely defined community in the Middle Ages. Knowing and depicting the face of God was a singular claim Christians made and could defend within the terms of their own revelation.¹⁰³ And the Forty, through the homily of Basil of Cae-

⁹⁸ D. Krueger, Writing and Holiness: The Practice of Authorship in the Early Christian East (Philadelphia, 2004), 59–60, “These themes of textual mediation downward from the realm of God to the realm of humanity complement the themes of sacrifice through which humanity renders its offerings upward to God.”


¹⁰⁰ See J. Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu: Content and Composition of Islamic Salvation History (Oxford, 1978; repr. New York, 2006), 141. This use of figuration as a weapon against Islamic beliefs was not always exclusively Christian, if the persuasive argument of Robert Hoyland about late seventh-century depictions of Muhammad on coins is taken into account. See his “Writing the Biography of the Prophet Muhammad: Problems and Solutions,” History Compass 5 (2007), 593–6.


¹⁰² See J. Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu: Content and Composition of Islamic Salvation History (Oxford, 1978; repr. New York, 2006), 141. This use of figuration as a weapon against Islamic beliefs was not always exclusively Christian, if the persuasive argument of Robert Hoyland about late seventh-century depictions of Muhammad on coins is taken into account. See his “Writing the Biography of the Prophet Muhammad: Problems and Solutions,” History Compass 5 (2007), 593–6.

sarea that was quoted by the iconophile Germanus, became a trope for the power of vision to reveal Christian truths. If a defining act of Christianity was martyrdom, when one could declare—as the Forty did—I am a Christian, then a defining act open to all Christians was looking, but “looking beyond” to what God really looked like and to what he will look like when he comes to make his own know him face-to-face.

The character and expression of salvation history were both essential concerns in a world in which strongly competing models were available. The choice of the Forty was important for recalling great Christian centers of the Mediterranean, as did the figures on the side wall: Rome, Constantinople, the Holy Land. And the modality of showing these great figures of the past was essentially Christian, too: face-to-face. The mode of revelation shown was not the scribal reception of Muslim history, but the active creation of holiness through the writing figure and through the epiphany generated through that writing of sacrificial history. In the Oratory, the message was meant to be a comfort, a warning, and a benign lesson in the plan God devised for his own. It was underground, hidden, suppressed, but gloriously available to those with the faith to see.


105. See D. Boyarin, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and Judaism (Stanford, 1999), 95–6. For the other side, see now the discussion by D. Cook, Martyrdom in Islam (Cambridge, 2007).


108. See J. C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven and London, 1990), 111, “By definition, we have made the public transcript of domination ontologically prior to the hidden, offstage transcript. The result of proceeding in this fashion is to emphasize the reflexive quality of the hidden transcript as a labor of neutralization and negation. If we think, in schematic terms, of public transcript as comprising a domain of material appropriation (for example, of labor, grain, taxes), a domain of public mastery and subordination (for example, ritual of hierarchy, deference, speech, punishment, and humiliation), and, finally, a domain of ideological justification for inequalities (for example, the public religious and political world view of the dominant elite), then we may perhaps think of the public transcript. It is, if you will, the portion of an acrimonious dialogue that domination has driven off the immediate stage.”